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Hot New Products!
SIMS Advanced Software Application
Surveillance/Security Information Systems (SIMS) is an
advanced software application designed for tracking, capturing and storing information related to events, incidents
and routine
tasks involving casino
patrons or
property.
SIMS provides the ability to record
the day-to-day
surveillance
activities and
to maintain a
real-time
chronological log of events that occur in the casino (who called,
what happened, etc). The system also provides a user-friendly
and efficient means of replacing paper-based audit and maintenance records (visitor logs, equipment logs, etc) and creates an
easily accessible audit trail.
SIMS gives surveillance and security operators the ability
to record a wide variety of information about casino patrons
(subjects). The system is based on subject records that can have
one or several incidents attached. Image and textual information can quickly and easily be captured, stored and retrieved,
to assist in identifying potential risks and liabilities and to
ensure the protection of the overall casino.
This software provides management with a tool to identify
areas of improvement for individual staff members and/or
training programs. A personal history of work habits can be
maintained and specific training issues can be identified.
Contact: Biometrica Systems
(702) 870-6949
www.biometrica.com

iColor Flex SLX
iColor Flex
SLX is a largernode and higherintensity version
of Color Kinetics'
popular iColor
Flex SL, a multipurpose, LEDbased strand of
light that gener64 Indian Gaming
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ates extraordinary effects and accommodates expansive installations without the constraints of fixture size, shape or space.
Applying Color Kinetics' Chromasic™ technology, each strand
of iColor Flex SLX comprises 50 individually controllable
LED nodes that are significantly brighter and therefore better suited for longer distance viewing in entertainment and
architectural applications.
iColor Flex SLX is made with three red, two green, and two
blue LEDs with either flat and clear or domed and translucent
lens options. Standard configurations of the product are 10.2
cm (4”) and 30.5 cm (12”) on-center spacing with white and
black node and leader. Custom spacing and leader/node color
options are available.
Contact: Color Kinetics
(888) FULL-RGB
www.colorkinetics.com

M-32 Biometric Door Handle
The M-32 Biometric Door Handle is a
secure way to allow up to 100 people access
to a room without issuing keys, and revoking privileges at any moment. No more hassles with recovering keys from former
employees or wondering
if copies were made. An
enrolled user simply
presses the sensor, their
fingerprint is biometrically
identified and an electric clutch lets them open
the door. A key may also open the M-32, and only
the holders of the keys may enroll and delete an individual. The
M-32 stores a fingerprint 'template', not the entire fingerprint
image. A template is a chart of what is unique about a fingerprint, but it cannot be used to re-create a fingerprint. The privacy of your employees is not compromised. An LCD display
and user-friendly menus make it easy to add and delete only
the templates you select. The M-32 will operate for months
on 4 AA alkaline batteries and is designed to replace conventional left & right hand door handles.
The M-32 Biometric Door Lock is a highly secure yet low
cost solution for count rooms, server rooms, wine cellars, cash
cages, and offices. An M-32 Biometric Door Lock could be
mounted on a guest suite door so VIP guests have an extra measure of security and convenience.
Contact: Nightingale Rep Associates
(303) 775-2626
www.nightingalerep.com

LED Candle Light
LEDtronics announces
the release of its Larger LED
Candle Light that flickers
like a real candle but without
the smoke or carcinogens to
worry about. LED candles
also eliminate the hot wax
and fire hazard so there is no
burning or open flame to deal
with. The new larger LED
candles are 4.92 inches high
with a 2.24-inch diameter.
LED lamps operate for
more than 100,000 hours (10
years). This energy-efficient
LED candle operates for nearly 658 hours (27.4 days) on two
replaceable AA-cell batteries. (Batteries are not included with
LED candle.) Use the LED candle as a reliable portable light
source for window displays, décor ambiance mood lighting,
restaurant/club candle table light, and for night party candle
lights around garden, pools, decks, or patios.
A box of LED candles come with five LED candles and five
frosted glass candleholders to give that authentic look and feel
of a real candle. Weight of five LED candles with holders and
box packaging: 1lb, 4oz [567grams].
Price for a box of LED candles is $25.00 each. Availability is stock to four weeks for special requirements.
Contact: LEDtronics
(800) 579-4875
www.ledtronics.com

New DS2 System Software
Dedicated Micros Inc. offers the New DS2, with “NetVu
Connected” system software to provide extra network compatibility and remote alarm management functionality.

The New DS2 has completely new hardware and software
while retaining a similar look and feel of the ever-popular DS2
product line. It incorporates NetVu Connected technology, a powerful media processor that allows the unit to compress data into
multiple formats simultaneously, as well as trans-code from one

format and/or data rate to another. This feature allows cameras
to be recorded in evidential quality MJPEG format, while being
viewed simultaneously in a live or recorded mode over a low bandwidth link using MPEG4.
Other features included in the new system hardware provide
MPEG4 soft CODEC support, integrated DVD-R, tamper
proof alarms, flash disk system software and expanded RAM.
Important benefits include true variable record rate per
camera, multi-site viewing and playback, FTP archiving and the
ability to provide field upgrades of software and new features.
The new NetVu ObserVer, included with the New DS2 at
no additional charge, is a sophisticated GUI featuring simple
drag-and-drop set up, single/multiple display modes, GoTo time
and event capabilities, PTZ camera control and an advanced
database editor with site plan support.
Contact: Dedicated Micros
(703) 904-7738
www.dedicatedmicrosus.com

Spectra Mini
Pelco introduces the world's
smallest, full-featured dome.
It is a system that provides
the popular functionality of
the Spectra III in a miniature,
cost-effective package. A
small 4.1-inch dome houses
a powerful high-resolution
color integrated optics package with 10x optical zoom and an
8x digital zoom. Keeping with Spectra tradition, the Spectra Mini
utilizes Pelco's famous Proportional Pan
and Tilt technology for precise camera control at full zoom.
Spectra Mini can continuously track subjects, even as they move
directly below the camera's location. The familiar Spectra
family on-screen menus allow setup of the Mini's 64 presets,
single pattern and window blank features.
The Spectra Mini mounting options are flexible and can
be recessed or surface mounted right out of the box with
no additional hardware requirements. Standard on-board
UTP circuit and 24V power make installing the Spectra
Mini simple. Additionally, the Spectra Mini is visually similar to Pelco's ICS090 Camclosure series, which enables
users to deploy both systems for an aesthetically seamless
application. ♣
Contact: Pelco
(800) 289-9100
www.pelco.com
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